
Bound For Glory 2005: If All
TNA Shows Were Like This, I’d
Rarely Complain
Bound  For Glory 2005
Date: October 23, 2005
Location: Impact Zone, Orlando, Florida
Attendance: 900
Commentators: Mike Tenay, Don West

It’s the biggest show of the year (I think it was back then at
least) and the main event is Nash vs. Jarrett. In theory at
least, as Nash has come down with his latest life threatening
illness and has to back out. Therefore we’re going to shuffle
the card around and have a ten man Gauntlet for the Gold with
the winner immediately getting a shot at Jarrett. There’s a
celebrity guest referee for the main event in UFC legend Tito
Ortiz. Let’s get to it.

The opening video is about how this started a year ago at
Victory Road and how hard they’ve all worked in the year since
then. We actually see their voiceover guy who is a large black
man. Tonight is their night.

Samoa Joe vs. Jushin Thunder Liger

Joe gets the full tribal entrance. Liger gets the streamers
and offers a handshake but we cut to a shot of the NJPW owner
so I don’t know if Joe shook it. The fans are behind Joe here
and he runs Liger over a few times. Out to the floor and Liger
takes over, hitting a big dive onto Joe. Back in Joe hits
knees in the corner and the fans are split. A kick sets up a
knee drop for two. Tenay talks about Monday Nitro as Joe hits
a powerslam for two.

Now the fans are just chanting for Liger. I’m not sure why as
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Joe has been doing his usual stuff and isn’t acting like a
heel or anything. Could it be because the fans change their
minds faster than they can change a tire? Liger gets in a
Liger Kick and hits a suplex for two. Considering the size
difference that’s not bad. Frog Splash gets two. Liger’s palm
thrust is avoided and Joe hits a kick to the head to take
over. Joe’s superplex is countered into a powerbomb for two. A
pair of palm thrusts get the same. Liger goes up but gets
caught in the MuscleBuster and the Clutch ends this.

Rating: D+. That’s it? The match was ok but for something that
they were building up as close to a dream match, I’d expect
more than a seven minute match with Joe barely having to break
a sweat. I’m glad that they brought in Liger who people at
least know rather than some Japanese guy that about 1% of
their audience could name. That’s a plus. The match was pretty
lackluster though.

Clip from Fanfest this weekend. The fans saying they don’t
want soap operas is amusing today.

We see two fans who won a contest and get to train at the NJPW
Dojo before joining the Impact roster. I don’t recognize them.

Simon Diamond fires up the Diamonds in the Rough.

Diamonds in the Rough vs. Apolo/Sonny Siaki/Shark Boy

The Diamonds are Elix Skipper, David Young and Simon Diamond.
Shark Boy and Diamond get us going. Diamond takes him down
with some kicks and a clothesline for two. Sharky comes back
but the Dead Sea Drop is countered. He bites the tights of
Diamond and we’re in comedy match territory. Off to Skipper
who is taken down almost immediately by a drop toehold. Things
speed up a bit so it’s off to Apolo.

Apolo is more of a power guy and gets two off a Diamond
Cutter. A spinning half nelson slam looks to get a pin but
Diamond  distracts  the  referee.  Young  comes  in  with  some



cheating and the Diamonds take over. Skipper stays in and hits
a kind of spear for two. Apolo comes back with a one man 3D to
put both of them down.

Double tag brings in Siaki and Young but everything breaks
down. Apolo hits a TKO on Young (he LOVES Cutters apparently)
and Shark Boy dives on Skipper. Young takes both of them out
with a spinning dive and Apolo dives on everyone but Simon.
Skipper and Siaki go inside and Elix throws Siaki to Young for
the spinebuster and the pin.

Rating: D+. Just a six man here. Apolo was a guy that had some
potential to him but he wound up going back to Puerto Rico (I
think) soon after this. The Diamonds were a lower midcard heel
team that never really went anywhere. This wasn’t much for the
most part but fill in matches like this were regular for TNA
in these days.

We get some clips from the pre-show, one of which being of an
X-Division fourway and the other of Larry Z yelling at Raven,
resulting in Rhyno yelling at Raven and goring him. This is
about both of them wanting the world title shot later tonight.

Jarrett  laughs  about  Nash  having  chest  pains  and  says  he
doesn’t care who he faces tonight. Jeff either just got out of
the shower or it’s about 200 degrees in the back. He says
screw all of his potential opponents. Monty Brown comes in and
wants Jeff to say screw him too. He can smell the fear in
Jarrett. This goes on for awhile.

Lance Hoyt vs. Monty Brown

Hoyt fires off some shoulders to start and “hits” a flapjack
(Brown rolled through it for some reason) and they head to the
floor. Brown sends him into the steps and back inside but due
to Monty yelling at the crowd, Hoyt hits a dive (literally
bouncing off Brown as they hit the floor). Back in the ring
and Monty chops away in the corner. Hoyt punches away in the
same corner, and it’s punches > chops in this case. Brown is



face first down on the mat but as Hoyt goes up, Brown is
playing possum. Nice job.

Back to the floor and Monty suplexes him onto the mats. Back
in, Hoyt hammers away but Brown throws him down with a belly
to belly. Lance gets up and hits a big boot and his moonsault,
which still can’t get a pin. I never remember that getting a
win actually. Hoyt goes up but jumps into the Alpha Bomb
(fallaway  slam  position  but  Brown  throws  them  up  into  a
powerbomb)  for  two.  Hoyt  hits  either  a  Rock  Bottom  or  a
chokeslam  for  two.  And  never  mind  all  that  Hoyt  offense
because a Pounce ends it.

Rating: C. I kind of liked this actually. Brown was a power
guy and he didn’t need to be anything more than that. On the
other hand you have Hoyt who was agile and good, but for some
reason they refused to let him beat anyone significant. This
was a decent power match but again it really didn’t need to be
on PPV. There was no reason given for this match happening
that I caught either.

Quick video on Global Impact.

3 Live Kru says they’re together and will fight tonight. Billy
Gunn pops up to offer his help to take out D’Amore. Truth
likes the idea as does BG but Konnan says no and storms off.

3 Live Kru vs. Team Canada

It’s Roode, Young and A-1 here. Eric and Konnan get us going
as Tenay gives us a history of the New Age Outlaws. Konnan
speeds things up and counters a headscissors into an Alabama
Slam. Roode tries to come in but only manages to get caught in
a three man What’s Up. Roadie and Truth hit some punches and
dance some more then stomp on Roode a bit.

It’s Roode vs. Truth now with a hip toss getting two for the
rapper. The annoying fans are shouting/singing something. Now
they’re chanting USA for the team with a Cuban on it. Kip



James is sitting on the stage, drawing a New Age Outlaws
chant. A-1 comes in to choke on Truth in the corner. Those
dastardly Canadians double and even triple team and it’s off
to Roode. Truth hits his spinning forearm and tags in Road
Dogg who cleans Canadian house. Shaky knee gets two on Roode.
In the calamity, D’Amore’s distraction lets Roode get in a
hockey stick shot and Young pins BG.

Rating: D. These teams feuded FOREVER and it never seemed to
end. It wound up being about the Outlaws and to be fair,
that’s probably the best possible outcome. The Canadians would
just kind of float around for awhile until I think they broke
up right around June of 06. The Kru would break up soon enough
after this.

Post match the Canadians hold Konnan for Billy to hit him with
a chair but he beats up all of the Canadians with it. Konnan
isn’t sure what to do now but the Kru celebrates despite
losing.

Shane Douglas asks Larry Z who is getting the shot tonight.
Larry says he has a lot of options but is waiting for a word
from upper management.

We  recap  the  #1  contender’s  match  for  the  X  Title.  It’s
Ultimate X which Williams has had some success in. Bentley and
Sabin are in there due to needing two more spots filled in
here.

Petey Williams vs. Chris Sabin vs. Matt Bentley

Ultimate X, #1 contender’s match. Petey goes up but Sabin
pulls him down and the faces (I think?) beat on him a bit.
Williams counters a suplex from Sabin into one of his own but
Bentley  comes  in  with  a  kick  to  slow  Petey  down  again.
Wheelbarrow suplex puts Williams down again and Bentley goes
up. Petey takes Matt down again but Traci’s (Bentley’s chick)
rack distracts him. Matt goes up but Sabin pulls him down.



It’s Sabin vs. Bentley at the moment while D’Amore coaches
Williams. Sabin picks Williams up and puts him in Razor’s Edge
position, throwing him at Bentley in the corner. Sabin tries
to climb but barely gets started before Bentley makes the
save. We’re way too early in the match for a potential win
anyway. Petey sends Bentley to the floor and hits a SWEET
slingshot rana to put him down even further.

Everyone is back in now and Bentley hits a neckbreaker on
Sabin and a cutter on Williams at the same time. Matt goes
climbing but Sabin follows him and hooks a powerbomb to take
both guys down in a painful looking move. Sabin gets caught in
the Tree of Woe so Petey sings O Canada. Bentley pops up and
dropkicks him off and out to the floor before going up. Sabin
gets out of the Tree and shoves him down, before diving on
both guys when the X was there for the grabbing because Sabin
is an idiot.

Sabin goes up and Bentley dives at him with a shoulder block.
That knocks Sabin down, but it knocks the X down as well. We
more or less stop the match so that the crew can put the X up
again with a ladder. The fans chant USE THE LADDER. Sabin and
Bentley go up for the X but knock each other off. The X falls
and Petey catches it, so TNA says screw the rules, Williams
wins.

Rating: D+. The match was good, but there’s really no excuse
for the ending. Put it up there again and have someone get it
immediately or whatever, but COME ON. This was just freaking
stupid and it makes the company look inept because they can’t
get their own signature match right. Invest in some better
tape guys.

We recap the tag title match. AMW interfered at a house show
to get the title off of Raven and onto Jarrett again and then
Jarrett helped AMW destroy Team 3D. Look up the funeral for
Team 3D. It’s absolutely hilarious. AMW beat down the Naturals
as well for the titles so tonight it’s about revenge as well



as the belts for them.

Tag Titles: America’s Most Wanted vs. The Naturals

I can never remember which one is Stevens and which one is
Douglas. It’s a big brawl on the floor to start with the
Naturals in control. Ok Douglas has the bandage on his head.
Got it. Storm gets powerbombed into the railing which looked
SICK. The challengers get Harris in the ring and beat him down
in the corner. Storm is walking out on the match. The Naturals
go back and get him because it’s about revenge more than the
titles. I can live with that if it’s done right and it has
been here.

We’re over three minutes into this and there has been no
tagging or one on one in the ring at all so far. Harris gets
choked by both Naturals on the floor until they get bored and
Douglas goes after Storm. Gail finally does something and
distracts  Douglas,  allowing  Storm  to  send  him  into  the
Ultimate X structure. Douglas’ cut is busted open now. Five
minuets in now and they’re in the ring but it’s still 2-1.

Ok it’s FINALLY Storm vs. Douglas. Eye of the Storm gets two
and Harris comes in without a tag. Stevens comes in after
Douglas was in trouble for about a minute. Douglas is bleeding
pretty good though so that likely has something to do with it.
A Naturals double team gets two on Storm. The move that would
later be named the Last Call misses and Stevens hits a kick of
his own for two.

Gail throws in some powder to Harris but Chase Stevens knocks
it  into  the  Wildcat’s  face.  Harris  hits  the  Catatonic
(spinning Rock Bottom, his finisher) on Storm. The Naturals
hit the Death Sentence on Harris but it only gets two. Gail
breaks up the Natural Disaster (double team elevated Stunner)
so Douglas goes to the floor and grabs her by the hair. The
distraction lets Harris handcuff Douglas to the barricade.
Stevens his an enziguri on Storm but Harris busts a bottle



over Stevens’ head and the Death Sentence retains the title.

Rating: B. WOW. This was only about ten minutes long but they
flat out DO NOT STOP the whole time. It’s a wild brawl and I
bought into the revenge that the Naturals were wanting the
whole way. The biggest criticism of the Naturals is that they
have no charisma, but man they were bringing it here and the
match WORKED. Very good stuff. AMW would hold the titles for
over eight months until the dream team of Styles and Daniels
took them away.

We recap the Monster’s Ball feud. It’s Abyss vs. Rhyno vs.
Sabu vs. Raven. This is when they still had the idea that each
guy  was  held  without  food,  water,  light  or  human  contact
before the match. That was a bonus deal for these matches in
the early days but it was dropped I think after this one.

James Mitchell says that Abyss (who is behind him despite the
rule being that he has to be released right before the match)
will be ready because he’s used to being put through torture.

Rhyno vs. Jeff Hardy vs. Sabu vs. Abyss

WHOA WHOA WHOA. Rhyno was at the preshow remember? So they
can’t even get their own rules straight. This is Monster’s
Ball, which means it’s a wild brawl where anything goes. The
power guys jump Hardy to start but Sabu pelts the chair at
Abyss to get him off. Rhyno gets knocked to the floor and Sabu
dives onto him as Hardy dives at Abyss. This is falls count
anywhere. Abyss gets knocked to the floor and Hardy dives on
him too.

The announcers say that they were released when the PPV began
this evening. That’s fine for Abyss, BUT RHYNO WAS ON THE
FREAKING PRESHOW!. All four go into the crowd and Sabu’s eye
is busted open. Jeff dives off a balcony and takes Abyss down.
They all get back to ringside and Hardy and Abyss go back into
the ring. Sabu tries a dive off the apron but Rhyno moves to
send Sabu crashing onto the floor.



Whisper in the wind puts Abyss down but the Twist is countered
into Shock Treatment which gets one for Sabu. Rhyno hits Abyss
and Sabu with a chair and then hits Abyss again. Hardy uses
Sabu as Matt for Poetry in Motion so Sabu beats him down. If
someone tried to make me into Matt Hardy, I’d probably do the
same.  Now  it’s  Rhyno  again  with  a  kendo  stick  to  kill
everyone. The Gore is countered into a chokeslam onto a chair
for two.

Hardy pulls out a ladder which winds up being rammed into his
chest by Abyss. Abyss sets up a table near Hardy by the stage
and then another next to it. Sabu sets one up between the ring
and the barricade as a platform. Jeff chairs Abyss down and
Sabu hits a triple jump dive through Rhyno and through the
table. Hardy climbs up on top of the set and dives over the
stage through Abyss through the table. If he went too short on
that, he would literally be dead.

Back in the ring Sabu loads up the triple jump moonsault but
Rhyno hits him with the stick to break it up. The fans think
this is awesome. The Gore hits a chair in the corner and Sabu
hits the triple jump moonsault for two. Abyss and Hardy crawl
back to the ring with Abyss setting up a table in the corner.
Sabu throws a chair at him but gets thrown to the floor and
through a table for his trouble. Here come the tacks but Abyss
gets Gored through the table. Hardy prevents a cover but walks
into the Rhyno Driver (middle rope piledriver) for the pin.

Rating: B. This was another wild brawl and in this case it
worked very well. That Swanton was absolutely incredible but
at the same time REALLY scary. Rhyno looked good but the match
was  really  a  group  effort.  Much  like  the  TLC  matches,
sometimes you just throw people out there and tell them to be
violent and it works. That’s what happened here.

Larry says there’s a ten man Gauntlet For The Gold for the
title  match  and  the  participants  will  all  have  competed
earlier tonight. Shane thinks that’s unfair to Jarrett.



We recap the Iron Man match between Styles and Daniels that
Styles won in overtime. Daniels said he could beat any three X
Division guys that Styles picked in 15 minutes. The first two
went down so the third was Styles which resulted in a brawl.
The result: Iron Man II.

X-Division Title: AJ Styles vs. Christopher Daniels

AJ is defending and it has a thirty minute time limit under
Iron Man rules. Daniels jumps AJ before the bell and we’re off
quickly. He controls for the opening minute and they trade
chops, won by AJ. A backbreaker puts Daniels down and onto the
floor but Daniels blocks AJ’s dive. Daniels hits some palm
strikes but Styles dropkicks him down. Back to the floor and
Daniels is knocked into the crowd. AJ dives over the barricade
and both guys are down.

They head back inside and AJ controls with a headlock. Five
minutes  in  and  the  fans  say  both  guys  are  awesome.  The
headlock stays on for a few minutes but you have to burn some
time in a match like this. Daniels rolls out of it and hooks
an armbar. AJ fights out of it and sends Daniels into a few
corners. A hard kick puts Daniels down as it’s been almost all
AJ so far.

Bridging  Indian  Deathlock  goes  on  and  Daniels  is  in  big
trouble, so he bited AJ’s hands to escape. Ten minutes in now.
Daniels heads to the apron but AJ clotheslines him back into
the ring. Springboard forearm is countered into a high collar
suplex to put both guys down. Daniels takes over and twists
AJ’s neck around a bit. That can’t feel good. A tilt-a-whirl
backbreaker gets two and it’s off to a neck crank by Daniels.

AJ grabs a cradle out of nowhere for two and then another one
for another two. Koji Clutch out of nowhere has AJ in trouble.
AJ tries to power out of it but goes right back down. Another
power  out  attempt  works  and  AJ  makes  the  rope.  Slingshot
moonsault gets two on the champion. We’re halfway through and



it’s 0-0. AJ escapes a backbreaker and hits his moonsault into
a reverse DDT.

Hammerlock belly to back suplex gets two as does a pumphandle
gutbuster. That’s a new one. AJ tries a moonsault but gets
caught in a Death Valley Driver for a very close two. Daniels
puts him on the middle rope and flips him forward into a mat
slam for two. AJ counters a neckbreaker into one of his own
for a slightly delayed two. AJ tries the moonsault DDT again
but gets caught in a spinning powerbomb for two. BME STILL
doesn’t get a fall as it only gets a two count.

Ten minutes to go and AJ puts on a torture rack and then spins
it out into a slam for two. AJ dives into the corner but
Daniels moves and knocks Styles to the outside where he lands
on the steps. A BIG suicide dive destroys AJ but Daniels can’t
follow up due to exhaustion. As they come back in, AJ hits the
Pele to knock Daniels back to the floor at 8 minutes to go.
Another BIG flip dive takes Daniels out and both guys are
down.

Seven minutes to go and both guys are down on the floor. As
they get back in, Daniels blocks a suplex back inside and hits
a belly to back suplex from the apron to the floor. That was
pretty awesome, much like this match. Six minutes left and
it’s  still  zero  to  zero.  They’re  both  back  in  with  five
minutes to go. Scratch that as Daniels kicks AJ out of the
ring before he was all the way in.

With about 4:25 to go they slug it out in the middle of the
ring with AJ taking a slight advantage. Four minutes left. AJ
has a big bruise on his leg. Small package gets two for the
champion. Pele misses and Daniels rolls him up for two. AJ
does the same and gets the same. Daniels hits a German suplex
but AJ pops up and hits a discus lariat before collapsing.
Under three minutes to go now.

AJ falls on top for two and we have two minutes left. Daniels



channels his inner Piper and pokes AJ in the eye. That gets
him  nowhere  because  AJ  gets  to  the  apron  and  hits  a
springboard cross body for two despite a handful of tights. 90
seconds left and they trade forearms. The fans are split here.
One minute to go and Daniels blocks a suplex. AJ kicks him in
the head again but it only gets two. Daniels kicks him in the
head but the Angel’s Wings are countered into a suplex for
two. AJ hits the Clash with two seconds left for the only fall
and the win. WOW that was a hot ending.

Rating: A. The only way to make this better would have been to
say AJ loses the title in a tie. Still though, GREAT match
here and pretty easily the best match I’ve ever seen these two
have. That’s some pretty awesome timing too with AJ getting
the pin literally with two seconds left. I know I complain
about AJ and Daniels a lot, but back then it was great, with
this being the best I’ve ever seen from them.

Gauntlet For The Gold

This is kind of like the Royal Rumble as everyone comes in
after I think a minute and it’s over the top eliminations. The
winner gets Jarrett immediately thereafter. Joe and Truth are
the first two entrants. Oh ok these two go for two minutes and
then every entrant is one minute. Got it. Truth dances for
about 20 seconds to make fun of the Polynesian dance stuff
earlier.

There’s no contact until 46 seconds in when Joe punches him in
the face. Off to some Facewashes and the running boot. Truth
pulls himself to the top and hits a Blockbuster. Downward
Spiral puts Joe down and #3 is Sabu who can barely walk. He
falls through the middle and bottom rope but has a chair. He
BLASTS Truth with it and hits the triple jump moonsault on the
same. Air Sabu hits Joe. Remember that there are only one
minuet intervals from now on.

Joe throws the chair at Sabu’s legs and Lance Hoyt is in at



#4. Joe no sells Hoyt’s punches but can’t no sell a big boot.
Abyss is #5 who cleans house and has a staredown with Joe.
They chop it out and Abyss grabs him for a chokeslam. Joe
grabs HIM for a chokeslam, which is why Joe is awesome. And
then Truth breaks it up because he likes to annoy me. Jeff
Hardy  is  #6  and  Sabu  is  busted  open.  No  one  has  been
eliminated yet.

Monty Brown is #7 and he’s limping for some reason. He Pounces
Sabu and throws Hardy to the apron, but Hardy pulls him along
with him to eliminate both guys. Abyss is almost out but he
fights everyone off. #8 is Rhyno who also can barely walk. All
of  the  Monster’s  Ball  people  are  in  this.  Rhyno  easily
clotheslines Hoyt out and we have five in and two still to go.
Kip James (who didn’t wrestle earlier) is #9 and he cleans
house. Fameasser to Abyss and AJ is somehow #10, meaning no
Raven which is a surprise.

So we have Kip, AJ, Abyss, Joe, Sabu, Truth and Rhyno. AJ goes
right  after  Abyss  because  he’s  just  that  kind  of  guy.
Apparently Sabu went out off camera somewhere so it’s down to
six. Joe pounds on Kip and is the big crowd favorite. Things
slow down a bit until AJ hits a big jumping kick to the head
of I think Truth. Truth is put onto the apron but he hangs on.
Kip charges like an idiot and goes out to get us down to five.

Pele puts Truth down and everyone is down. Abyss talks to
Truth, calling him Ronnie. AJ throws Truth over but Kip holds
him up from hitting the floor. And never mind as he goes out
anyway. So it’s Rhyno, Abyss, AJ and Joe. There’s a solid tag
match in there somewhere. AJ somehow explodes on Joe with
forearms but gets caught in the choke next to the ropes. Abyss
eliminates them both and apparently you win by over the top.
Usually it’s a one on one match when it gets down to two. Gore
to Abyss and Rhyno tosses him for the quick win.

Rating: C-. Considering that these guys had all fought tonight
this wasn’t half bad. AJ had to be gassed after having to stop



for about 10 minutes and then start up again. Raven belonged
in there instead of freaking Billy Gunn but I think that was
part of his feud with management so it made sense I guess.
Still though, it was relatively short and the minute time
limits weren’t so bad because there weren’t that many people
in it.

NWA World Title: Rhyno vs. Jeff Jarrett

Tito Ortiz is guest referee. Jarrett brings out a casket for
no apparent reason. He jumps Rhyno before the belt even comes
off and hits a dropkick to put Rhyno down. Out to the floor
and Rhyno gets rammed into the announce table and then the
casket. Back in a top rope clothesline puts Rhyno down again.
He’s  had  zero  offense  at  all  so  far.  Another  top  rope
clothesline puts the challenger down again so Jeff goes up a
third  time.  Rhyno  catches  him  in  chokeslam  position  but
instead throws Jeff into the air and kicks him in the balls.

Gail Kim comes out as the Gore misses. Gail goes up but jumps
into the arms of Tito. She tries to slap him so she gets
placed on the apron. Guitar shot misses but the second one
hits Rhyno square in the face. Rhyno is busted open but it
only gets two. Jarrett yells at Ortiz and AMW comes out.
There’s another guitar but Ortiz drills both members of AMW.
Rhyno Gores Jarrett down and pins him out of nowhere in I
think his second offensive move of the match.

Rating: C. The match was nothing great but at the same time,
this was Rhyno’s third match of the night and second in a row,
plus there was no story to the match but that’s certainly
beyond TNA’s control in this case. The match only ran about
six minutes and Tito didn’t have much to do with it but again
I’m assuming it made more sense with Nash in there. All things
considered, this wasn’t bad.

Post match AMW runs in to beat Rhyno down as Tito is gone. The
3 Live Kru runs down for the save so Team Canada comes in as



well. The casket is brought into the ring and Rhyno takes
another guitar shot to the head. They shut him into the casket
and Jarrett holds up the belt. Team 3D returns and cleans
house along with the Kru. Only Eric Young is left so he gets
the 3D and gets thrown into the casket. Rhyno and company
celebrate to end the show. This was a REALLY bad choice for an
ending, but again I’m assuming it was for Nash where it would
have made better sense. That being said, DON’T DO IT IN THIS
CASE.

Overall Rating: B+. This worked really well overall and when
you considered the ending of the show had to be completely
rewritten because of Nash’s life threatening medical condition
of the month, it was solid. Rhyno’s title reign wound up
meaning nothing because he lost the title at the next taping,
but for a nice surprise ending it worked pretty well.

The middle part of this show, as in from the tag titles
through the Iron Man, is EXCELLENT and the opening part isn’t
that bad. The Ultimate X match is solid other than the awful
ending and the longest of the first four matches is 7:15 long
so they hardly cripple the show. Very good show and I can see
why people were so hyped about TNA at this point.

Remember to like this on Facebook and follow me on Twitter
@kbreviews


